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Enjoyment of Sad Music

W ho E njoys L istening

J onna K. V uoskoski
University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland
W illiam F. T hompson & D oris M c I lwain
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
T uomas E erola
University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland
although people generally avoid negative emotional

experiences in general, they often enjoy sadness
portrayed in music and other arts. The present study
investigated what kinds of subjective emotional experiences are induced in listeners by sad music, and
whether the tendency to enjoy sad music is associated
with particular personality traits. One hundred
forty-eight participants listened to 16 music excerpts
and rated their emotional responses. As expected,
sadness was the most salient emotion experienced in
response to sad excerpts. However, other more positive
and complex emotions such as nostalgia, peacefulness,
and wonder were also evident. Furthermore, two
personality traits – Openness to Experience and Empathy
– were associated with liking for sad music and with the
intensity of emotional responses induced by sad music,
suggesting that aesthetic appreciation and empathetic
engagement play a role in the enjoyment of sad music.
Received April 19, 2011, accepted September 14, 2011.
Key words: sadness, music-induced emotions, openness
to experience, empathy, preference

A

lthough people avoid experiencing negative

emotions in their daily lives, many people get enor  mous enjoyment from sad music such as
Greensleeves or a Chopin nocturne. The appeal of such
music illustrates one of the most intriguing questions in
the history of music scholarship: Why do people enjoy
listening to music that evokes sadness? The paradox of
“pleasurable sadness” has puzzled music scholars for
decades (e.g., Levinson, 1997). However, little empirical
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work has been done to date to document the emotions
that listeners actually experience while listening to sad
music. Instead, investigations on the topic have mainly
been limited to philosophical discussions (e.g., Kivy, 1990;
Robinson, 1994).
In a recent questionnaire study, Garrido and Schubert
(2011) investigated the role of individual differences in the
reported enjoyment of sad music. They found that
Absorption (see Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974) and Music
Empathizing (see Kreutz, Schubert, & Mitchell, 2008) were
the best predictors of the enjoyment of sadness-inducing
music. They suggested that “dissociation” from pain or
displeasure as a cognitive mechanism is at the core of the
phenomenon – a conclusion built on a theory proposed by
Schubert (1996), according to which an aesthetic context
activates a node that inhibits the “displeasure centre”
associated with negative emotions, and that feelings of pleasure arise from the mere process of activation. However,
their conclusions about the role of dissociation may be premature, as their study design and results leave alternative
explanations open. First, they only investigated preference
for sadness-inducing music, and not preference for music
expressing or eliciting other negative emotions. Thus, we
do not know whether the dissociation theory also applies
to music expressing anger or fear, for example. Second, they
did not investigate what kinds of felt emotions people
actually experience in response to sadness-inducing music
(or in response to other types of music). This information
could prove to be crucial in elucidating why some people
enjoy listening to sadness-inducing music.
Investigating the enjoyment of cinematic tragedy, De
Wied, Zillmann, and Ordman (1994) discovered that
people experiencing more empathic distress during the film
also enjoyed the film more than low empathizers did. They
suggested that tragedy may inspire a more complex response than just sadness – including positive emotions –
via the portrayal of close friendship, love, bravery, and
human perseverance. Another relevant finding comes from
a study by Eerola and Vuoskoski (2011), in which 116
participants evaluated 110 film music excerpts in terms of
perceived emotions, preference, and beauty. Beauty ratings
correlated strongly with sadness ratings (r = .59, p < .001)
but not with happiness ratings (r = .16, ns), suggesting that
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aesthetic appreciation and beauty may play a significant role
in the enjoyment of sad music.
To explore this intriguing possibility further, we asked
simple questions: First, what kinds of subjective emotional
experiences do sad music induce in listeners? Second, is
the tendency to enjoy sad music associated with particular
personality attributes? Because the complexity of
emotional response was of particular concern, we used
three sets of emotional rating scales representing different
theories of emotion; discrete emotions, three-dimensional
model, and the Geneva Emotional Music Scale, which is
specifically designed to measure a wide range of musicinduced emotions (Zentner, Grandjean, & Scherer, 2008).
If sad music indeed evokes complex, aesthetic emotions
(see e.g., Scherer, 2004), such experiences may be especially appealing to individuals with certain personalities.
The trait Openness to Experience is related to a sensitivity
to art and beauty (McCrae & Sutin, 2009), to a preference
for diverse and complex music styles (e.g., Rentfrow &
Gosling, 2003), and to the experience of aesthetic chills in
response to music (Nusbaum & Silvia, 2011). The trait
Empathy also has been implicated in vicarious responses
to aesthetic experiences. In its broadest sense, Empathy is
defined as an individual’s responsivity to the observed
experiences of another, involving both cognitive and
affective components (Davis, 1980). Empathic distress has
previously been associated with greater enjoyment of sad
films (De Wied et al., 1994). Additionally, empathy and its
“hot” subcomponent emotional contagion have also been
mentioned as possible mechanisms through which music
can induce emotions (Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008). So our
second question addressed whether Openness to Experience
and Empathy were related to the enjoyment of sad music.
Method
Participants

The participants were 148 Finnish university students
from different faculties aged 18-49 years (mean = 23.50,
SD = 4.84, 77.08% females).
Stimuli and Measures

The stimuli were 16 film music excerpts1 with normatively verified emotional tone (four each of scary, happy,
sad, and tender; see Appendix for the list of excerpts),
ranging from 45 to 77 s in length (mean = 57.13, SD =
9.74). These excerpts were selected from a set of 110 with
empirically established emotion and familiarity ratings
1
Details relating to the stimuli (mean ratings and audio examples) can
be found online at https://www.jyu.fi/music/coe/materials/emotion/
soundtracks-1min/

(Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011). In order to minimize the
possibility of extramusical associations, only excerpts
rated as unfamiliar were chosen for the present study.
Longer versions of the original 15-s excerpts were taken
and tested in a pilot experiment. Twelve participants
(mean age = 24.67 years, SD = 2.27, 58.33% females)
rated the emotions expressed by the excerpts using
discrete emotion scales (sadness, happiness, anger, fear,
and tenderness). Repeated measures ANOVAs and
multiple comparisons of means (Tukey) confirmed that
the excerpts conveyed the intended emotions (all post
hoc comparisons were significant at .01 level).
The Big Five Inventory (BFI; John & Srivastava, 1999)
was used to assess the personality trait Openness to
Experience. Empathy was assessed using the Interpersonal
Reactivity Index (IRI; Davis, 1980), which taps into four
separate aspects of the global concept of Empathy:
Fantasy, Perspective-taking, Empathic Concern, and
Personal Distress.
Procedure

The listening experiments were conducted individually
using a computer interface and studio quality headphones. The participants had filled in the BFI prior to
the listening experiment, and the IRI was sent to the
participants after the experiment. One hundred and
thirty one participants (88.51%) returned the IRI.
The participants received the following instructions:
“Concentrate on listening to the music. After each music
excerpt, evaluate what kinds of emotions the music evoked
in you. The music may not necessarily evoke any emotions
in you, so please try carefully to separate your own feelings
from the emotions expressed by the music. First, rate the
intensity of your emotional response in general, and then
describe your felt emotion with the adjective scales below.
You should also rate how much you liked each excerpt.
After you have completed the ratings, you can move to the
next excerpt by pressing ‘next.’”
There were four groups of participants. Group 1
(n = 46) only evaluated the intensity of their emotional
responses and how much they liked each excerpt. The
other groups could also describe their potential emotional responses using different scales. Group 2 (n = 34)
provided ratings for five discrete emotions (sadness,
happiness, tenderness, fear, and anger). Group 3 (n = 35)
provided ratings for six unipolar scales derived from the
three-dimensional emotion model (positive and negative valence, high and low energy, and high and low
tension; Schimmack & Grob, 2000) and Group 4 (n = 33)
for the nine scales of the music-specific GEMS-9
(wonder, transcendence, power, tenderness, nostalgia,
peacefulness, joyful activation, sadness, and tension;
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Zentner et al., 2008). All ratings were done on scales
from “1” (“not at all”) to “7” (“very much”).
Results
Emotions Experienced in Response to Sad Excerpts

Repeated measures ANOVAs followed by multiple comparisons of means (adjusted by Tukey’s method) were
carried out to analyze the emotion ratings obtained with
the discrete emotion and GEMS scales. In the case of
discrete emotions, the ratings of experienced sadness (in
response to sad excerpts) were significantly higher than
the ratings of any other emotion: F(4, 132) = 46.50, p <
.001, G2 (generalized eta squared; Bakeman, 2005) =
.46. All post hoc comparisons between sadness and other
discrete emotions were significant at the .001 level. In the
case of the GEMS model, the ratings of experienced sadness were significantly higher than those for all other
emotions – except nostalgia: F(8, 256) = 59.38, p < .001,
G2 = .53. The post hoc comparisons between sadness and
other GEMS scales (except nostalgia) were significant at
the .001 level. Although the participants reported experiencing sadness more than any other emotion (in response
to sad excerpts), other more complex and positive
feelings – such as nostalgia, peacefulness, and wonder –
were also clearly evident in the ratings of the participants
using the more nuanced GEMS scales. The mean GEMS
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ratings in response to sad excerpts are illustrated in
Figure 1.
In order to determine whether the nuanced emotional
responses to sad excerpts were experienced overall as
positive or negative, we examined the valence ratings
obtained with the three-dimensional emotion model.
The ratings of positive valence were somewhat higher
than the ratings of negative valence, but a two-tailed,
paired t-test revealed that overall, the emotions evoked
by sad excerpts were rated as neither negative nor
positive, t(34) = 1.49, p = ns. The mean ratings for
positive and negative valence were 3.03 (SD = 1.83) and
2.48 (SD = 1.67), respectively. A similar analysis for scary
excerpts yielded different results, as emotional responses
to scary excerpts were rated as clearly unpleasant, t(34)
= -4.11, p < .001. The mean ratings for positive and
negative valence were 2.12 (SD = 1.53) and 3.78 (SD =
2.13). In comparison, the emotions evoked by tender and
happy excerpts were rated as clearly pleasant, t(34) =
11.98, p < .001 and t(34) = 13.99 p < .001, respectively.
Liking and Intensity Ratings for the Different
Types of Excerpts

A repeated measures ANOVA and multiple comparisons of means were conducted to compare liking
ratings for sad excerpts with liking ratings for the other
types of excerpts (see Figure 2 for the mean liking and

FIGURE 1. Mean GEMS ratings and standard errors for emotions experienced in response to sad excerpts, and the results of multiple comparisons
of means (adjusted by Tukey’s method).
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FIGURE 2. Mean ratings of liking and intensity of felt emotion (+ or − standard error of the mean) for the different types of excerpts.

intensity ratings for the different types of excerpts).
There were no significant differences in the liking
ratings for sad, happy, and tender excerpts, but scary
excerpts were significantly less liked; F(3,441) = 37.47,
p < .001, G2 = .15. The post hoc comparisons between
scary excerpts and other types of excerpts were significant at the .001 level. However, scary excerpts also
evoked the most intense emotional responses in the
participants; F(3,441) = 27.96, p < .001, G2 = .10. The
post hoc comparisons between scary and other types of
excerpts were significant at the .001 level.
Openness to Experience, Empathy, and Liking
for Sad Excerpts

Finally, we explored the question of whether the tendency
to enjoy sad music is associated with particular personality
traits. Correlation analysis, summarized in Table 1,
revealed that both Openness to Experience and global
Empathy were significantly connected with liking for sad
excerpts, r(146)= .21 and r(129) = .26, both p < .01. As a
control measure, we also investigated whether the traits
correlated with liking for the other types of excerpts.
Table 1.  Correlations Between Personality Factors and Mean Liking
Ratings for the Different Types of Excerpts

Mean Liking Ratings
Openness to Experience
Global Empathy
Fantasy
Perspective Taking
Empathic Concern
Personal Distress
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001

Sad

Happy

Scary

Tender

.21**
.26**
.28**
.09
.23**
.05

−.04
.01
.10
−.08
.01
−.01

.12
−.06
.10
−.14
−.13
.01

.14
.32***
.34***
.15
.25**
.07

Openness to Experience did not correlate with liking for
scary, happy, or tender excerpts, but Empathy correlated
with liking for tender excerpts, r(129) = .32, p < .001. A
closer look at the four subscales of Empathy revealed that
only two of the subscales – Fantasy and Empathic Concern
– were significantly correlated with liking for sad music,
r(129) = .28, and .23, both p < .01. The Fantasy scale taps
into the tendency to imaginatively transpose oneself into
the feelings and actions of fictitious characters, while the
Empathic Concern scale assesses the degree to which one
experiences feelings of compassion and concern for others
undergoing negative experiences (Davis, 1980).
Further analysis revealed that Openness to Experience and
Fantasy also correlated with the intensity of emotions
experienced in response to sad excerpts, r(129) = .17 and
.19, both p < .05. It should also be noted that the intensity
of emotions experienced in response to sad excerpts correlated strongly with liking ratings, r(146) = .57, p < .001,
suggesting a link between intensity of felt emotion and
liking. Global Empathy and Openness to Experience were also
related to experienced positive valence in response to sad
excerpts, r(33) = .38, p < .05 and r(33) = .32, p = .065, which
further suggests that those who are empathetic and “open”
experience greater enjoyment in response to sad music.
Discussion

Our results uncover the complexity of emotional
responses to sad music, showing they are not experienced
as negative or unpleasant, unlike most experiences of sad
real-life events. Although sadness was the most salient
emotion experienced (in response to sad excerpts), other
emotions such as nostalgia, peacefulness, and wonder
were also clearly evident. These other emotions can be
characterized as positive and pleasurable (see Zentner
et al., 2008). Our results suggest that the enjoyment of sad
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music cannot be fully explained by the dissociation
theory (Garrido & Schubert, 2011; Schubert 1996), as the
emotional responses to scary excerpts were certainly rated
as unpleasant. If dissociation from pain and displeasure
should indeed take place in an aesthetic context, it does
not explain why sad music is enjoyed while scary music is
not. Instead, we propose that the enjoyment of sad music
may stem from an intense emotional response combined
with the aesthetic appeal of sad music. Three findings
support this interpretation. First, sad music evoked, in
addition to sadness, a range of positively toned, aesthetic
emotions (see e.g., Scherer, 2004; Zentner et al., 2008).
Second, those most able to appreciate aesthetic experiences and beauty – those highest in the trait Openness to
Experience – most liked sad music. Third, those who
experienced the most intense emotions in response to sad
music – including participants scoring high in the trait
Empathy – also enjoyed sad music the most.
Although scary music induced the most intense
emotional responses in listeners, those responses were
rated as significantly unpleasant. Evidence from previous
studies suggests that the most evident difference between
sad and scary music is related to their aesthetic appeal.
In a study of 110 music excerpts (Eerola & Vuoskoski,
2011), ratings of perceived sadness had a high positive
correlation with ratings of perceived beauty (r = .59, p <
.001), while fear and anger ratings had high negative
correlations with beauty ratings (r = -.73 and r = -.56
both p < .001). However, it should be noted that aesthetic
responses are highly subjective (for a recent discussion
on aesthetic responses to music, see Huron, 2009), and
thus it is possible that only some people find sad music
beautiful, or scary music ugly.
Our interpretation is consistent with the findings –
though not with the conclusions – of Garrido and
Schubert (2011), who found that Absorption (but not
clinical Dissociation) and Music Empathizing were reliable
predictors of the enjoyment of sad music. Our results
suggest that – as in the case of tragic films (De Wied et
al., 1994) – sad music may induce stronger emotional
responses in empathic listeners, which in turn leads to
greater enjoyment. This may also be the case for listeners
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scoring high on Absorption, as Absorption has previously
been associated with stronger felt emotions (and felt
sadness in particular) in response to music (Kreutz, Ott,
Teichmann, Osawa, & Vaitl, 2008), and it is also related
to a tendency to empathize with objects of attention
(Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974). Other studies have also
found that Absorption and Openness to Experience are
highly correlated traits, reflecting a similar tendency to
appreciate aesthetic experiences and fantasize (Glisky,
Tataryn, Tobias, Kihlstrom, & McConkey, 1991; Wild,
Kuiken, & Schopflocher, 1995). The dissociation theory
also implies that the sadness induced by sad music is different from sadness experienced in everyday life. However,
a recent study suggests that sad music can induce similar
changes in memory and judgment as the recollection of
a sad autobiographical event – especially in empathic
listeners (Vuoskoski & Eerola, in press). Further, a
number of studies using music as a method of mood
manipulation suggest that musically induced affective
states are linked with similar behavioral and cognitive
changes as those produced by affective states experienced
in everyday life (for reviews, see Västfjäll, 2002, 2010).
In summary, the enjoyment of sad music cannot be
entirely explained by the dissociation theory (Garrido &
Schubert, 2011; Schubert, 1996), as it does not account for
the divergent responses to music expressing different
negative emotions. The dominant emotion evoked by sad
music appears to be interpreted as sadness by the listeners,
but such music also evokes a range of more positive,
aesthetic emotions. Sad music appealed most to those who
have a heightened responsiveness to the experiences of
others, who experience intense emotions in response to
sad music, and who show enhanced sensitivity to art and
beauty.
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Appendix. List of Stimuli Used to Induce Emotions

Excerpt

Emotion

Soundtrack name

Track

Time

Duration

Number
in the set
of 110**

F1
F2
F3
F4
H1
H2
H3
H4
S1
S2
S3
S4
T1
T2
T3
T4

Scary
Scary
Scary
Scary
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
Sad
Sad
Sad
Sad
Tender
Tender
Tender
Tender

The Alien Trilogy
Batman Returns
The Fifth Element
The Alien Trilogy
Oliver Twist
Dances with Wolves
The Untouchables
Pride & Prejudice
The English Patient
The Portrait of a Lady
Running Scared
Pride & Prejudice
The Portrait of a Lady
Shine
Pride & Prejudice
The Godfather III

9
5
17
11
8
10
6
4
18
9
15
13
3
10
1
5

00:00-00:56
00:00-00:46
00:00-01:01
02:04-02:58
01:32-02:09 L*
00:00-00:46
01:26-02:06 L*
00:10-01:06
00:00-00:59
00:00-00:23 L*
01:45-02:40
00:40-01:30
00:23-01:08
01:01-02:00
00:10-00:49 L*
01:13-02:19

56 s
46 s
61 s
54 s
72 s
46 s
67 s
56 s
59 s
45 s
55 s
50 s
45 s
59 s
77 s
66 s

003
011
018
091
027
055
071
105
031
033
086
109
029
041
042
107

*L = looped
**see the list of stimuli for the set of 110 excerpts, Eerola & Vuoskoski (2011)

